Yo Gabba Gabba “Wonky” Squares
By Linda Ambrosni
Finished quilt size 40” x 50”
This quick and easy crib size quilt showcases Hoffman’s, Yo Gabba Gabba Collection.
The blocks are cut “wonky” style and then squared to a common size. Enjoy making this
quilt, it is meant to be fun!!!

Fabric requirements:

Cutting Instructions:

6 color coordinate fabrics
2 smaller scale Yo Gabba Gabba fabrics
1 large scale Yo Gabba Gabba fabric
Binding

3/8 yd each
3/8 yd each
¾ yd to allow
for fussy
cutting
3/8 yd

From the 6 coordinating colors cut a total of 10 – 12 1/2 inch squares.
From the 2 smaller scaled Yo Gabba Gabba fabrics, cut 3 – 12 ½ inch squares from each
From the larger scaled Yo Gabba Gabba fabric cut 4 – 12 ½ inch squares, fussy cut your
favorite character in the center of each square

Block construction; The blocks are cut and sewn in a “wonky” style. There is not a

wrong way to cut them as they will all be squared to a consistent block size after sewing.
”Wonky” Cutting:
Be sure when “wonky” cutting that all fabrics are cut facing up and the groups cut
together must be sewn together. Below is a guide line for cutting and sewing the blocks.
Keep the cutting and sewing order the same as shown; just vary the angles of your cuts
between groups. The fussy cut large Yo Gabba Gabba fabric blocks will stack and cut
with one color coordinate to make sure the centered character was framed nicely. The
remainder of the fabrics are cut in groups of 6 squares, alternating one color coordinate
with one figured character print in the stack. Therefore, for this quilt, cut 2 groups of 6
fabrics and 4 groups of 2 fabrics (for the fussy cut blocks).
Refer to the following diagram for cutting and sewing guidelines. The smaller versions
are simply alternate cutting ideas if you are not used to cutting and sewing this wonky
style.

Block Detail:

Alternate Ideas:

“Wonky” Sewing:
Once a group of blocks are cut, take the top center piece A and put it on the bottom of the
pile. Your top fabrics will now show what your first block will look like. Since you
alternated your color coordinate fabrics with your figured fabrics this top block will show
one of each, as will the entire stack below it. Sew this top block together joining section
A to Section B sewing along cutting line 4. Press, and then join to section C sewing
along cutting line 3. Press, and then join to section D, sewing along cutting line 2. Press,
and then join section E sewing along cutting line 1. Yes! the sections do not align
properly. Orient any excess fabric to the outside of the block trying to keep the next
cutting line straight. If at any time the seam line to be joined is not straight, simply
straighten by trimming away any excess fabric using your rotary cutter and ruler. Once
all 20 blocks are constructed, the blocks will need to be squared to a consistent size.
Mine squared to 10 ½ inches.
Blocks are laid out in a grid of 4 by 5, alternating the frames of each block from a colored
fabric with a Yo Gabba Gabba fabric, reference quilt photo.
Sew all rows, quilt, bind and cuddle.

